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Introduction

Most of us do it every day. A few of us really like it, most hate it: debugging. Usually debugging refers to the

process of finding and fixing a bug, i.e., a software problem, or issue like we call it euphemistically at CA.

Everybody knows the story of the origin of the name, and just like with the insect, usually the fix is the easy

part, finding the beast is the challenge ...

The term bug itself is somewhat vague – it’s usually considered to be a software defect. But who decides

what a defect is? And how? To answer these questions we’ll have a look at the wider context of software

quality, which can be divided into the external criteria [McConnel]:

� Correctness. The degree to which a system is free from faults in its specification design and

implementation.

� Usability. The ease with which users can learn and use a system.

� Efficiency. Minimal use of system resources, including memory and execution time.

� Reliability. The ability of a system to perform its required functions under stated conditions whenever

required -- having a long mean time between failures.

� Integrity. The degree to which a system prevents unauthorized or improper access to its programs and

its data. The idea of integrity includes restricting unauthorized user access as well as ensuring that data is

accessed properly -- that is, that tables with parallel data are modified in parallel, that date fields contain

only valid dates, and so on.

� Adaptability. The extent to which a system can be used, without modification, in applications or

environments other than those for which it was specifically designed.
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� Accuracy. The degree to which a system, as built, is free from error, especially with respect to

quantitative outputs. Accuracy differs from correctness; it is a determination of how well a system does

the job it's built for rather then whether it was built correctly.

� Robustness. The degree to which a system continues to function in the presence of invalid inputs or

stressful environmental conditions.

which are important for the end user, and internal characteristics, which are the ones a developer is interested

in:

� Maintainability. The ease, with which the software system can be modified to change or add

capabilities, improve performance or correct defects.

� Flexibility. The extent to which you can modify a system for uses or environments other than those for

which it was specifically designed.

� Portability. The ease with which you can modify a system to operate in an environment different than

that for which it was specifically designed.

� Reusability. The extent to which and the ease with which you can use parts of a system in other

systems.

� Readability. The ease with which you can read and understand the source code of

a system, especially at the detailed-statement level.

� Testability. The degree to which you can unit-test and system-test a system; the degree to which you can

verify that the system meets its requirements.

� Understandability. The ease with which you can comprehend a system at both the system-organization

and detailed-statement levels. Understandability has to do with the coherence of the system at a more

general level than readability does.

If a software product doesn’t meet the standards you or your clients expect in one of the criteria listed above,

we can consider it defective. This usually means that you have to go back in the development process, and

reconsider/change specifications, design and/or implementation. The more you have to go back, the more

expensive the bug fix becomes: a pure implementation bug is way cheaper to fix than the correction of a

defective design or even wrong specifications.

This paper is not about software engineering. But keep in mind the importance of pre-implementation phases

on the overall quality of the product. If the problem area is not well understood, if the specifications are

wrong or incomplete, if the design doesn’t comply with the specification or is inconsistent, etc. then one or

more of the above criteria are not met and you’re guaranteed to end up with buggy product even before a

single line of code is written. And if you decide (or be forced) to go ahead and implement on a buggy basis,

chances are that the resulting code will be of equal “quality” – the product will become a hack. Or in other

words: during the development process you can only lower the quality level, you can never raise it: if the

specification are bad, a good design doesn’t help and an excellent implementation doesn’t compensate for a

catastrophic design!
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This paper will focus on the process of debugging at the implementation, i.e., source code level, and by doing

so we’ll automatically touch some of the internal software quality characteristics listed above. While there

are numerous books and texts about software engineering and software quality, there is very little available

about debugging. This is somewhat strange, since so much time is apparently spend with debugging. To

reduce the costs of debugging and to make your debugging more effective we’ll discuss approaches to avoid

bugs or at least make them more visible. We’ll talk about techniques and tools for the bug hunt and we’ll

finally have an in-depth look into how a debugger works. All this is real life and first-hand information

coming directly out of the development of CA-Visual Objects.

Before the bug strikes

After the introductory words it should be clear that the best bug is the one which was avoided in the first

place or at least found as early as possible. Since nobody writes error free code from scratch, we should aim

for making the bug visible early in the process, in best case automatically. Our goal is a bug which makes

itself visible before we merge the change into the master sources, i.e., before we release a new product

version for QA – if can achieve this, we’ll talk about an avoided bug. This our goal, because bugs that are

exposed automatically during the development process are usually easy to fix. And this is because the context

of the bug usually obvious: it is the function/module, which is currently under development. And a bug easily

found is a bug easily fixed.

Techniques to avoid bugs

Think first!

The main tip for avoiding bugs if not to let them into the source in the first place. One requirement is that you

have successfully finished the pre-implementation phases and that you have a clear idea how to do the

implementation. The keyboard is not the place where the implementation should be started, i.e., when you

type you should already have a clear idea of what to do. In other words, going to the machine without a

concept of the implementation, just hacking away, and doing some try and error in the hope to come to a

working program is opening the door for all kinds of bugs. How this implementation concept is developed,

depends on your working situation (alone or in a team), the type of project and your preference. You can

write it down on paper, sketch it out on a white board, discuss it in the team or just have it memorized – just

do it! Think first and use your brain before you use your keyboard!

Improve your knowledge

All the tips and tricks presented here and elsewhere are wasted if you don’t know your available tools. This

begins certainly with the programming language and its libraries. Sometimes a few hours spend on reading

manuals, online help, conference papers etc. can equip you with the necessary knowledge to avoid nasty bugs

resulting simply of a misunderstood concept/function/class. Without the proper knowledge, you definitely

will run into these problems, which inevitably will lead to long debug sessions. If you’re lucky, you’ll learn

the lesson during the debugging, only the hard way...
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The same holds true for the tools and techniques you have available. The more control you have about the

tools we’ll discuss later on, the more ways you have to attack even nasty bugs, the less painful your

debugging experience will be.

Use all the help you can get

A modern development environment such as CA-Visual Objects offers you a wide range of tools you can

utilize, the most prominent ones are:

The Source Code Editor. Just by using and the text coloring you can avoid bugs, which are sometimes hard

to track. A misspelled keyword, a missing string or comment delimiter etc. all results in wrong colors in the

editor. Coming from old-fashioned text editors it takes a while to get used to the colors, but then they are

most valuable hints about possible bugs. Do not ignore or disable them!

Additionally use the editor support and indent/format your source properly. This directly affects its

readability and in consequence its maintainability. Use it!

In CA-Visual Objects 2.5 the editor offers you additional support such as a list box of available

methods/access/assign for an object variable. Make use of this feature and you have automatically resolved a

whole class of spelling problems, which would otherwise usually only lead to a compiler warning. Also the

parameter tool tips can assist you in getting function and method invocations correct.

The Compiler. It might be surprising, but your main “bug avoiding tool” is the compiler. It presents you

with a list of syntax errors including descriptions and a simple mouse click brings you to the buggy code line.

Try to get most out of the compiler messages. Use the compiler warnings: a compiler warning is always a

hint that the compiler is not sure, if it understands the programmer (you!) correctly. However the compiler

will generate code (unless you use the “Warnings as Errors” setting), but you should carefully check the

correctness of the code in question.

The compiler can work better the more (type) information it has. So if you have a choice between an untyped

version of a function or class and a strong typed one, use strong typing. By doing so parameter types are

checked at compile and not at runtime. This should be translated to: they are guaranteed to be exposed on

your machine and not on the customer’s!

The Debugger. The debugger is not only a useful tool to find bugs. It can and should also be used during

development before any bugs show up. After a successful compile use the debugger to walk step by step

though your program and verify that it works the way you wanted it to work. Double check the control flow,

the values of parameters, locals, instance variables etc. Stepping though the code is a very good exercise to

verify program behavior. And in case it wasn’t you who wrote the code, it is sometimes the only way to

understand it!

Agree on standards

Coding standards or guidelines can cover any coding aspect such as the naming and prefixing of variables,

the tab settings, the amount and format of comments etc. Coding guidelines are usually subject of religious

debates, which we don’t want to join here. But, no matter what your preferences are: agree on one standard.

This is especially a must, if you are working in a team and chances are, that in the life of a program not

always the author of the original version has to work on the code. But even if you’re working alone – you’ll

be most grateful, if you have to re-read a source you haven’t touched for years and you immediately find

your way around.
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Some hints from our experience:

� using the editor setting “Spaces for tabs” allows you to view a source file properly formatted even if

your tab settings are different from the authors

� Try to keep the text format as simple as possible. Concatenating multiple statements in one line is

allowed in many languages including CA-Visual Objects, but it doesn’t by you anything. Your source

will be hard to read and the compiler-generated code will not be different!

� Avoid tricky constructs. Some people think that the trickier code is the better programmers they are. The

opposite is true! Good code should be crystal clear and self-explaining. Tricky code almost never leads

to faster code, but seriously affects readability and maintainability. In the same context

� Try to avoid pointers. Whenever possible work directly with CA-Visual Objects data types, whose

memory needs are automatically handled by the CA-Visual Objects run time.

� Don’t optimize working and tested code unless you absolutely have to.

� No matter how you decide on comments. Don’t comment the obvious! A line like

// increment i by one
i++

doesn’t add any new information to the source, it only makes it more cluttered. So unless you’re paid by

the number of source code lines, try to avoid the above...

Additionally, CA-Visual Objects offers you an excellent tool for organizing and structuring your source code

– the repository. Make use of the repositories project-application-module-entity hierarchy to reflect the inner

structure of your project. Try to agree on a company wide standard, which is used for all projects. This makes

it easier for you and others to understand the structure of a project and to get to a specific piece of source.

Code Reviews

Formal code reviews or walkthroughs represent another way to identify bugs and problems before they are

exposed. At the same time standards compliance can be verified or enforced. How to organize and perform

these is again depending on your specific situation and the requirements of the project.

Where to find more hints

A very much recommended reading containing a lot more tips and hints is Steve Maguire’s Writing Solid

Code as well as Steve McConnnel’s Code Complete. Even though they’re using C as language for samples,

most ideas are directly transferable to CA-Visual Objects.
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Techniques to expose bugs

Assuming your source code is nicely formatted, adhering to your (companies) guidelines, its compiling fine

even on the highest warning level. So far so good. Now our second goal is to make any bugs, which might

still be in our product as visible as possible. To get there we can employ several strategies:

Debug builds

During the development you should always create two versions of your product: a Debug and a Release

version. The Debug version has debug information switched on (sic!), no code optimizations and should use

all available runtime checks (overflow, range and class checking). This way the runtime can alert you in

many cases, such as an off-by-one array index error – the code

method Init(oParentWindow) class StdDataWindow
local dim a[10] as byte
local i as int

i := 11
a[i] := 42

now lead to a clear:

Without the runtime check in place you’ll overwrite memory on the stack, which will in best case lead to an

error nearby, but depending on the stack data and the index the error can strike anywhere. And because of the

corrupted stack the error message is completely unrelated to the cause. The worst case however would be,

that the error doesn’t show up at all at first. Maybe it is “only” corrupting data, which is unnoticed, because it
doesn’t result in an exception. Or it might only show up under certain condition – this usually happens at the

client, of course.

The most important feature of a debug build however is, that the __DEBUG constant is defined and

evaluated to TRUE. This allows us to embed diagnostic features into the source, which does not affect the

release build. The most important diagnostics are parameter checks. For example, if a USUAL parameter p is

expected to hold a string you could double-check this with

#ifdef __DEBUG
If !IsString(p)

ComplainAbout("String Expected")
endif

#endif

where ComplainAbout could be an error logging routine in your program, which is also only included in the

debug build and which brings up a message box, or write the error to a log file, etc. You could also use

ProcLine() and ProcName() functions here to identify the location of the problem clearly.
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Asserts

Asserts are similar to the above, but provide a more standardized way to verify conditions. Consider the

following source:

define _ASSERT := true

func test(u)
ASSERT IsString(u)

func start()

test("1")
test(1)

This leads to the following error box:

Note that _ASSERT has to be DEFINEd and that STD.UDC must be included. Looking it up in STD.UDC,

the UDC ASSERT is defined as

ASSERT <exp> => #ifdef _assert;; ;
if !(<exp>) ;; ;
MessageBox(0, String2psz(<$exp$>), ;
String2psz("Failed in "+RTrim(__ENTITY)+", "+NTRIM(__LINE)), 48);;;
endif;; #endif

Feel free to modify this ASSERT version to your liking, or better: create your own.

Error handling or when not to use ASSERTs

Be careful to not misuse ASSERTs instead of a proper error handling. A construct like

hFile := FOpen("mydata.dat")
ASSERT(hFile != F_ERROR)

is not what you want. ASSERTs are strictly for detecting invalid program conditions in the debug build, such

as invalid parameter values. The failure to open a file should never be an invalid condition, but be handled

gracefully in the release build. ASSERTs are not part of or even a replacement for a proper error handling!

Error handling is required in almost every project and should be already part of the design. To which extend

errors are expected and handled depends on the specific circumstances. Besides traditional error codes you

should also consider using of the specific language constructs of CA-Visual Objects for your error handling.
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BEGIN SQUENCE – RECOVER USING provides an excellent was of handling errors similar to the

try/except construct in C++. Also it is sometimes helpful to install your own error handler using the

ErrorBlock runtime function. This allows you for example to not show the standard runtime error box but

redirect error information to a file or event log.

Tracing

There are situations where stepping through the code using the debugger is too tedious or not possible (e.g.

because your application is started or loaded by another process). In this cases it is most useful to trace the

programs control flow, logging all the debug information you need to a file or window. The easiest way is to

include the Terminal library and use a bunch of ? (Print) statements to log the information to the terminal

window.

Another approach is to use the Win32 API function OutputDebugString(), which takes as PSZ parameter

which is displayed by any debugger. This way you can even run your CA-Visual Objects executable within

the MS-VC++ IDE and get the OutputDebugString messages in its logging window. Or you use DBWin32, a

small CA-Visual Objects tool, which is also capable of displaying these strings. Additionally DBWin32 can

redirect the output to a file as well. Here is the output of a standard application loaded with

OutputDebugString(ProcName(0)) commands:

Using tracing commands is a good way to log the control flow of your application. This is especially

important in event driven environments such as the Win32 GUI applications. Here the operating system is

part of the scenario and by reacting to events the operating system is calling into your event handling
functions. This complicates following your applications control flow considerably. To exactly know what’s

going on, tracing is an excellent approach. Using an OCX in a non-CA-Visual Objects host application

represents a similar situation.

Note: if you own the CA-Visual Objects SDK you probably noticed VTrace Vxxxx calls at the beginning of

each entity.  Depending on the value of the _VTRACE DEFINE, the macros are mapped to one of the

__VTtraceX functions, which eventually use OutputDebugString. By compiling your applications with the

SDK project, setting _VTRACE to TRUE (module VTrace) and calling VTraceAll() you get full tracing. But

be aware that this will slow down your application significantly - there are hundreds of calls coming though.
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After the bug strikes

Don’t use the debugger!

If the unthinkable happens and you program welcomes you with:

this is the most important thing to do:

DON’T START THE DEBUGGER (yet) – THINK FIRST!!!

This is a serious advice, the most important debugging tool you have is – your brain. So before you load your

weapons and attack the bug with an army of debugging tools, ask (and answer) yourself a few questions:

1. Did the program fail like this the first time?

2. If so, what are the changes to the previous run? Did the code change? If so, where? Did the input data,

change? If yes, which one – and does it still work with other data?

3. Is the bug reproducible?

4. Is there any other unusual program behavior besides/before the actual bug?

5. Is the bug dependent on the machine / OS the application runs on?
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Think carefully about the answers for these questions. Sometimes changes are not obvious or seem to be

unrelated to the effect observed. If you find a change in either input data or source to be responsible for the

problem, you’re half way done with your bug hunt! Instead of investigating the whole application, you only

need to look into the changed area. In many cases, you don’t even need to launch the debugger, because the

cause of the problem becomes clear by just carefully evaluating the information you have at hand (e.g. error
message) and your knowledge about changes you made recently to source, input data or your programs

environment.

But if this doesn’t lead to anything, we should finally consider using the Debugger.

Use the debugger!

Let’s assume that the bug is reproducible and reproducible with the debug build running under the CA-Visual

Objects Debugger (we’ll deal with the other scenario later on). If we have run into an exception like the one

above we are (mostly) lucky: chances are, that the debugger will lead us directly to the problem, in this case a
dereferenced NULL_PTR:

local p as byte ptr
byte(p) := 0

By running or stepping under the Debugger, watching the values of the local variables, we can easily spot the

incorrect pointer dereferencing. Many bugs are as easy to come by, as in the sample above. They are almost

fixed immediately. Still – as with each bug – you should take a moment and think how this particular bug

could have been avoided. Could any of the techniques proposed above have prevented the bug from sneaking

into your source? If the answer is yes, try to use this technique regularly, because you never know, if the
cause of the bug is so close (time and source code wise) to the effect/error message.

One particular case which is not as easy to handle, are error messages or crashes inside libraries you don’t

have control over, such as the system library. In this case the easiest cure is:

Buy and use the SDK

Using the SDK offers you a bunch of benefits:

� The CA-Visual Objects libraries are no longer a black box. You can step through them, investigate them

and see how they work.

� If a bug is related to or comes from the library code, you can see what in your code is triggering it. If the

cause of the bug is in the library itself, you can even fix it there!

� You can create customized versions for your project, e.g. add your own specialized classes or change the

behavior of existing ones.

� Your can link the library source directly into your executable, so you don’t have to ship the library DLLs

(CAVO2xxx.DLL).

If you want to use CA-Visual Objects professionally, using the SKD is almost a must. It’s the most efficient

way of getting an in-depth knowledge of the inner workings of the CA-Visual Objects libraries and a

valuable assistance in debugging your applications.
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Divide and conquer

Here is a typical scenario taken from Beta tests or support calls:

Beta tester: “In build 777 something with tab pages seems to be broken”

Development: “Is it reproducible?”

Beta tester: “Oh yes, it sure is”

Development: “Could you please send us a test case”

Beta tester: “Well, ehm, if you don’t mind downloading 10MB, and yes, you would need to install

42 DBFs, three OCXs and two third party tools. And, oh, there is also the issue with the sensitive client’s

data, I’m not allowed to give it away .....”

Development: “Can’t you strip it down???”

Beta tester: “OK, I’ll try ...”

This highlights the main problem in the debugging process: to make the problem reproducible in the smallest
possible test case. And small means ideally 3 lines of code! If we’ve done that, we’re almost there – a small

test case almost always leads us directly to the heart of the problem. Why, one might ask, is it so obligatory

to have a small test case? Why not taking the whole beast and run it under the debugger? The reason is that if

the cause of a bug is not obvious, the larger an application is the more possible causes are to be taken into

account. With each additional module, library, function, window etc. you add another parameter you have to

watch while debugging your monster application. Or, looking at it from the other side, each part of the

system, you can eliminate as possible cause reduces the complexity of the problem.

Since most developers are working on projects with more the 3 lines of code and bugs tend to appear most

often, when projects are becoming large, how can we create a small test case? The most promising approach

is a concept you have probably used already in other contexts: “Divide and Conquer”. This means that you

try to surround the bug, by subsequently eliminating parts of the application as possible problem sources.

Checkpoints

A first approach would be to establish checkpoints throughout your application to see where it’s state

becomes erroneous. You could either set several breakpoint at strategic locations in your program or you can

use the logging and tracing techniques described above to do that. What you are checking for, depends on the

type of bug you’re chasing: if a NULL_PTR is dereferenced, check the pointer values; if dynamic memory is

corrupted, check the state of the dynamic memory with runtime functions such as _DyncheckErrorBox(); if a

static memory block if freed twice,. log your memfree() calls, etc. The goal is always, to locate the bug by

finding the area in your program, where something is going wrong. If you have found that the error condition

you’re looking for is hit after a particular piece of code has been run through, you should refine your search

by creating more checkpoints in this area. This process should finally lead you directly to the problem’s

source.
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Strip down

Sometimes, if the above doesn’t seem to work, it can help to interpret “Divide and Conquer” more literally:
eliminating parts of your program physically and see how the behavior changes. You can do this by
commenting in function calls or whole pieces of code, removing libraries, parts of the programs UI or
business logic etc. Again, your attack plain should depend on the type of problem your facing. Before you
start any “Divide and conquer” bug hunt, you should carefully considering the information you have at hand
and then make an educated guess where you think the cause of the problem might be. Now try to prove your
guess and reiterate the process until you end up with – well, a small test case!

Version control

The “Divide and Conquer” approach can be used also in a different way: suppose you experience suddenly a
problem in your application, you’re sure wasn’t there in a previous build. Now is the time, where the 600$
you spend on that version control system should pay off! Prove your point in going back 10 or 50 builds and
check if the problem is indeed not existent there. If so, start a binary search (Dived and Conquer!) between
the current (broken) build and the first one you found to be bug free.  This way, you should be able to quickly
identify the build number, where the problem was introduced. Now use a text compare utility to identify the
change to the source code, which is responsible for the problem.

Going back in builds is a straightforward approach which will produce results quickly and reliably, but it
only works for bugs introduced in previously working code, it doesn’t help you if the problem is with new
code of functionality. And, most important: you must have a version control system in place!

External Tools

If none of the above approaches have produced results, it is sometimes helpful to use external tools to
understand what is going on (or wrong) with your application.

Private Eye / Spy++

If the problem has to do with the application UI, CA-Visual Object’s Private Eye sample or its Spy++
counterpart from VC++ can be very helpful. With both tools you can explore the hierarchy of all the current
windows in the system and of course in your buggy application. So for example, if a particular window or
control doesn’t show, the first thing to do is to run PE and check if it’s listed there. If it is, you can check if
its WS_VISIBLE style is set. If this is set, maybe its coordinates are (-100, -100), or the size might be (0x0),
or its covered by another window which is above, or .... In any case you should get a better idea why the
window is not visible and you can than go back to the source and look for the cause.
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Both tools also allow you to log all the messages (or a particular subset) a window receives. This helps you in

tracking down errors where e.g. an event handler is not being called.
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BoundsChecker

NuMega’s BoundsChecker is another external tool you might use for your bug hunt. While its most useful in

combination with VC++ and C sources/debug information, you can also run it against CA-Visual Objects

executables to check the correctness of API calls. The following program

func start()
local p as ptr
local h as ptr

GetWindowLong(h, GWL_EXSTYLE)

is calling GetWindowLong with a NULL_PTR handle. Running it under BoundsChecker leads to the
following error box:
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PView

PView is part of VC++ and allows you to list the current processes and investigate their memory resources,

including the memory needs of all DLLs, which are loaded by a process. PView’s memory detail box shows

for example the memory needs of CAVO2GUI.DLL loaded by Private Eye:

One use of PView is therefore, to verify, that a particular DLL (or OCX) is loaded in the address space of a

process.
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DUMPBIN / QuickView

If your program welcomes you at startup with a message like

You probably have a wrong _DLL FUNCTION declaration in your program. To get more information in this

scenario, the DUMPBIN tool from VC++ can be of help. Running DUMPBIN with the /EXPORT switch on

a DLL you can list all its exported functions. DUMPBIN than generates the following output:

Microsoft (R) COFF Binary File Dumper Version 5.00.7022
Copyright (C) Microsoft Corp 1992-1997. All rights reserved.

Dump of file kernel32.dll

File Type: DLL

Section contains the following Exports for KERNEL32.dll

0 characteristics
36231F7C time date stamp Tue Oct 13 11:38:04 1998

0.00 version
1 ordinal base

681 number of functions
681 number of names

ordinal hint name

1 0 AddAtomA (00007A07)
2 1 AddAtomW (0000448A)
3 2 AddConsoleAliasA (00027294)
4 3 AddConsoleAliasW (0002725A)
5 4 AllocConsole (00028241)
6 5 AreFileApisANSI (00012547)
7 6 BackupRead (000267B6)
8 7 BackupSeek (00026989)
9 8 BackupWrite (00026F0A)
10 9 BaseAttachCompleteThunk (00005300)
11 A Beep (0000548A)

...

Note that DUMPBIN used with the IMPORT switch can also tell you all the imported DLLs and functions,

which are referenced by your application. This is helpful in a situation where you are in doubt, if a particular

DLL is loaded by your app.

Note also that a simple QuickView command issued for a DLL inside the Explorer provides you with similar

information.
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Low Level Debugging

MAP files

On of the worst types of bugs are the ones, which don’t show up in the debug, but only in the release build.

Of course using the debugger is now not an option, but you have still several possibilities to approach the

problem: you could use any of the Divide and Conquer techniques described above. You should also check if

the problem is caused by a compiler optimization problem.

Another way is to make use of the MAP file generated by the CA-Visual Objects linker. In order to generate

a MAP file you have to set the registry setting

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ComputerAssociates\CA-Visual Objects 2.5\VOLink\MAP =
"1"

Now consider the following CA-Visual Objects program:

func start()
local p as ptr

test1()
test2()
test3()

func Test1()
MessageBeep(0xffffffff)

func Test2()
local p as dword ptr

MessageBeep(0xffffffff)
byte(p) := 0

func Test3()
MessageBeep(0xffffffff)

and imagine that the NULL_PTR dereferencing in Test2 fore some reason only shows up in your release

build. At run time CA-Visual Objects catches the resulting exception and you get the ACCESS

VIALOATION error box shown above. This is good, because the CA-Visual Objects run time DLL can

safely close down all resources used by the application such as closing open databases. But for debugging

purposes we would like to disable the RunTime exception handling. This can be done with another registry

key:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ComputerAssociates\CA-Visual Objects
Applications\Runtime\NoExceptionHandler = 1

Note that the key might not exist yet, so you have to create it first. Note also the type of the value is
DWORD.
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Now running the same program again we get the following system error box:

The CANCEL button allows us to go directly to the system debugger. But for now all we are interested in is

the address were the exception occurs: 0x004010cb.

Having set the MAP key like shown above the linker has generated a MAP file which looks like this:

MAPTEST

 Timestamp is 379ed116 (Wed Jul 28 11:44:54 1999)

 Preferred load address is 400000

 Start         Length     Name                   Class

 0001:00000000 00003fe0H .text                   CODE

 0002:00000000 00000d0cH .data                   DATA

 0003:00000000 00000cfcH .idata                  DATA

 0004:00000000 000003a4H .reloc                  DATA

 0005:00000000 0000099cH .rsrc                   DATA

  Address         Publics by Value              Rva+Base   Lib:Object

 0001:00000000       START                      00401000 f (0x01B00023)<Application 2:Module 1>

 0001:0000006c       TEST1                      0040106c f (0x01B0005F)<Application 2:Module 1>

 0001:000000a0       TEST2                      004010a0 f (0x01B00062)<Application 2:Module 1>

 0001:000000ec       TEST3                      004010ec f (0x01B00065)<Application 2:Module 1>

...

The interesting column is Rva+Base which gives you the address of the beginning of each function (and

method) in you application. Here we can easily see that the exception at 0x004010cb must be somewhere in

TEST2. This is because the address is between 0x004010a0 and 0x00401ec, the beginning addresses of

TEST2 and TEST3.

Loaded with this information we could either investigate TEST2 to see if we can identify the problem, or we

can directly ...

Debugging in Assembler

As already mentioned, if we press CANCEL in the system error box above we can directly watch the

problem in the system debugger. However, in many cases we would like to set the breakpoint for stopping in

the debugger ourselves. This can be done easily with a good old:

ALTD()
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AltD() internally includes an INT 3 assembly command, which represents a breakpoint exception. Having

identified TEST2 as problem maker, we therefore place an ALTD() at the beginning of the function, create

and executable and load it into our favorite debugger, here the VC++ debugger. After running the program

the debugger will stop immediately here

100077C7 CC int 3
100077C8 C3 ret

and if we open the call stack window, we’ll see, that this address is inside CAVORT20.DLL. This must be

the AltD() command we’ve put into TEST2. Now we use the debugger to step out of the AltD() to:

004010CC 81 C4 0C 00 00 00 add esp,0Ch
004010D2 68 FF FF FF FF push 0FFFFFFFFh
004010D7 E8 8C 38 00 00 call 00404968
004010DC 8B 45 FC mov eax,dword ptr [ebp-4]
004010DF 8B F0 mov esi,eax
004010E1 C7 06 00 00 00 00 mov dword ptr [esi],0

This is TEST2 in assembly language. The first line (ADD ESP, 0ch) is correcting the stack after returning

from AltD(). The next two lines call into MessageBeep with 0xFFFFFFFF as parameter. And finally we are

at the heart of the problem. [EBP – 4] is the location of the first local variable, in our case the DWORD

pointer variable p. The contents of p – which is the default initialization 0 – is moved to ESI and the value of

0 is finally moved in to the address ESI is pointing to. So this effectively tries to write at memory location 0,

which not allowed for any application and results in the access violation exception.

The Vest and more ...

So what if you tried all of the above and still cannot track down and kill the bug? What if you’ve spent hours,

days and nights, the schedule is slipping and you still don’t see any solution.

In a case like this the best thing to do is:

STOP THE DEBUGGING.

Sit back, relax, do something else, get some sleep. It is happening quite often, that a problem, which occupies

us for hours, suddenly comes to a solution, when we’ve stopped thinking about it. Somehow, our

subconscious mind still works on the problem and has come up with a solution. This works in many

situations, but quite often in debugging. Of course, as a programmer we don’t trust solutions coming from

unknown sources, but we should nevertheless make use of it. So if you start your next hardcore debugging

session, set yourself a time limit, after this limit has been reached occupy yourself with something else and

come back to the problem later. And even if you don’t have the brilliant idea in the meantime, just by making

a new approach, you probably see debugging paths you haven’t tried before.

OK, and what if even the subconscious mind doesn’t help? Treatment for these cases will be offered in the

Technicon ’99 session, this paper is based on. We’ll see there how we can write our own debugger in CA-

Visual Objects and we’ll finally demonstrate the usage of the revolutionary debugging vest, which is capable

of solving even the worst bugs you can possibly imagine.
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Conclusion

Debugging can be fun, if it doesn’t occupy the majority of our time and if we structure our debugging in a

way, that leads to fast results. Debugging in such a strategic way can be both rewarding and lead to a deeper

understanding of your application, your programming environment and language as well as the operating

system.

Since each bug gives you information about something that went wrong and – after the fix – why it went

wrong, you should always try to take a bug as opportunity to improve not only the buggy program but also

your development approach.

The techniques, tools and tips presented in this text have hopefully given you some ideas how to structure

your debugging, and how to tackle even nasty problems, which sometimes seem to be undebuggable.
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